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Abstract

After the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, the new volleyball, model is MVA200, that Mikasa Corporation in Japan developed is
designated as Official International Game Ball. The design has been changed from the traditional 18 panels to an innovative
design featuring eight panels arranged in a flower petal pattern. The colors have been changed from the previous three colors
(blue, white, and yellow), white was removed to leave two colors (blue and yellow).The ball surface has been processed with
new dimple embossing.The ball skin also is new “dual layer cushion structure” consisting of a microfiber nonwoven fabric
layer with a spongelike texture, coated with a polyurethane skin with a foam layer. Therefore, this study was to exam the
difference between current and former volleyballs in visual and tactual perceptions. Sixteen junior high school volleyball
players as the participants in this experiment observed the balls and touched them with their fingers. Results revealed that most
of the subjects thought current volleyball is brighter and bigger than the former one. On the contrary, there were more students
think that the surface of former volleyball is softer than the former one. In the sense of aesthetic, numbers of the two parts
students were the same. More students felt that the surface of the current volleyball was smooth and glossy. In conclusion, this
study suggested that with the change of appearance in current volleyball, it affected discrimination in visual and tactual
perceptions.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate effect of GRF on vertical jump landing with different basketball shoe-lacing
patterns. Three healthy male adults (25.5 ± 2.5 yr; 171.3 ± 4.1 cm; 62.3 ± 5.2 kg) were recruited to perform vertical jump
landing at three times with three different basketball shoe-lacing tightness loose (L), moderate (M) and tight (H). Result:
Method: With shoe-lacing increase, the subjects GRF were increased. There is modicum different of the vertical ground
reaction force in L shoes-lacing and M shoes-lacing, but more increased in H. Conclusion: From this research, we can
understand that if the shoelaces tied tight, it were limited range of motion of ankle joint.
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